2013 KALLESKE GREENOCK SHIRAZ

Gold Medal

2015 China Wine & Spirits Awards
98 Points
“A more tannic release than we’ve come to expect under this
label, though fruit in support here is fundamentally exciting.
This is a Barossa shiraz for the ages. Mighty but
meticulously well crafted, awash with blueberry, blackberry,
saltbush and coffee-cream flavour, and boasting a finish that
sets sail for tomorrow. Classic”.
Campbell Mattinson, James Halliday’s Australian Wine
Companion 2016

5 Gold Star Wine
“Recognising that it is among the elite of Australia’s wines
thanks to the vignerons and winemaker’s abilities. The wine
shows flavours with balance, flavour, complexity, intensity
and freshness and the ability to improve in bottle. Wines with
five gold stars can be served with pride in the company of the
world’s best wines”.
Robert Geddes, Australian Wine Vintages 2015
96 Points
“Nail. Head. Bang. Done. Headturner. Balltearer. Whatever
you want to call it. Full, tannic style with enormous, ropey
length. Blackberry, leather, raspberry and coffee-cream.
Great producer. In the form of its life”.
Campbell Mattinson, The Wine Front

This wine is 100% Organic / Biodynamic
as certified by Australian Certified Organic.

2013 KALLESKE GREENOCK SHIRAZ
“Powerful aromas - both savoury and sweet with excellent
fruit and classy oak. Extremely complex, lengthy and
balanced palate full of flavour with good tannin structure”.
Winestate Magazine, July/August 2015
92 Points
“The balance here is impressive for a warm season in this
warm part of the Barossa, upholding deep black plum and
black cherry fruit supported by firm tannin structure. It
upholds the fruit confidence to carry the finish seamlessly”.
Tyson Stelzer, Barossa Living
92 Points
“A lot of care has gone into this organic red, sourced from
a single vineyard in the Barossa. This wine has plum and
blackberry with a peppery gusto and underlying oak,
savoury and spice characteristics adding complexity. A nice
wine that will get even better in the cellar”.
Shaun Viljoen, Wine Jury
92 Points
“Thick and rich, this is dense, with spicy, licorice-accented
plum and blueberry flavours playing against a veil of firm
tannins”.
Harvey Steiman, Wine Spectator

This wine is 100% Organic / Biodynamic
as certified by Australian Certified Organic.

